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Search Analytics for Your SiteRosenfeld Media, 2011

	Any organization that has a searchable web site or intranet is sitting on top of hugely valuable and usually under-exploited data: logs that capture what users are searching for, how often each query was searched, and how many results each query retrieved. Search queries are gold: they are real data that show us exactly what users are...
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Nietzsche's Protestant Fathers: A Study in Prodigal ChristianityRoutledge, 2018

	
		Nietzsche was famously an atheist, despite coming from a strongly Protestant family. This heritage influenced much of his thought, but was it in fact the very thing that led him to his atheism? This work provides a radical re-assessment of Protestantism by documenting and extrapolating Nietzsche’s view that Christianity dies...
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96 Great Interview Questions to Ask Before You HireAMACOM, 2008


	Once upon a time, there was a general manager in a downtown high-rise

	who had the final say over all new hires at her location. Although she realized

	how critical it was to identify and hire the best and the brightest talent

	for her firm, she really didn’t like interviewing all that much. First, she felt

	fairly...
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How to Ace the Brainteaser InterviewMcGraw-Hill, 2004
 Learn to solve the world's most puzzling interview questions 
Company recruiters are asking tough, new brain teasers during interviews that test your skills, creativity, and ability to think on your feet. How would you respond to puzzlers such as "What weighs more on the moon than on the...
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Disappearing Cryptography, Third Edition: Information Hiding: Steganography & WatermarkingMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
"Disappearing Cryptography is a witty and entertaining look at the world of information hiding. Peter Wayner provides an intuitive perspective of the many techniques, applications, and research directions in the area of steganography. The sheer breadth of topics is outstanding and makes this book truly unique. A must read for...
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Methods for Mining and Summarizing Text Conversations (Synthesis Lecture on Data Management)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Before the invention of the Internet and the creation of the Web, the vast majority of human
	conversations were in spoken form, with the only notable, but extremely limited, exception being
	epistolary exchanges. Some important spoken conversations, such as criminal trials and political
	debates (e.g., Hansard, the transcripts of...
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CrackBerry: True Tales of BlackBerry Use and Abuse (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2010

	A delayed train, a dip in the conversation, an early morning hour with no sleep—during these moments, do you feel an overwhelming urge to grab your BlackBerry? Do you know someone else who does? If the answer is yes, then look no further than this one-of-a-kind book…


	CrackBerry: True Tales of Blackberry Use and...
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ASP.NET 3.5 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
ASP.NET 3.5 For Dummies is an all new version of the popular title that makes it easy for beginners to create dynamic, data-driven Web applications on the Microsoft platform. Wherever possible the book minimizes the amount of code you write by harnessing powerful design-time tools built into Visual Web Developer 2008 and its free version,...
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Word Processing in GroupsCRC Press, 1992

	Connections between the theory of hyperbolic manifolds and the theory of
	automata are deeply interwoven in the history of mathematics of this century.


	The use of symbol sequences to study dynamical systems originates in the
	work of Kocbe [Koc27, Koe29] and Morse [Mor87j, who both used symbol
	saliences to code geodesies on a...
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Building the Knowledge Management Network: Best Practices, Tools, and Techniques for Putting Conversation to WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A complete set of best practices, tools, and techniques for turning conversations into a rich source of business information
    Many organizations are now recognizing that the untapped knowledge of their members can be used to benefit every aspect of their business, from making smarter and faster decisions to improving products and...
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How to Make People Like You in 90 Seconds or LessWorkman Publishing Company, 2000


	I first discovered the secrets of getting along with

	people during my career as a fashion and advertising

	photographer. Whether it was working with a single

	model for a page in Vogue or 400 people aboard a ship to

	promote a Norwegian cruise line, it was obvious that for

	me photography was more about clicking with people...
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Time-Blocking: Your Method to Supercharge Productivity & Reach Your GoalsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Have you ever felt like there’s just not enough time in the day...?For those of us with dreams and goals that we long to see accomplished in our lives, this frustration can be all-too-common. We find ourselves extremely busy, yet still, we struggle to find time for even the tasks we deem most important or the activities that bring us the...
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